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Abst rac t - -Least  squares regression of the fuzzy linear model is extended to overcome and interpret 
the occurrence ofnegative spreads [1]. The idea is to introduce best fit difference models which exploit 
both the Hukuhara difference and the L2-metric distance. The fuzzy models use LR-fuzzy numbers. 
Fitted models are compared by using the coefficient of determination, i  a similar way to its use in 
classical statistical least squares fitting. The non-LR-fuzzy case is also considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fuzzy regression techniques are used to explain data involving fuzzy numbers by models 
Yj = f (x j ,A ) ,  or Yj = f (X j ,A ) ,  j = 1,2, . . . ,N.  (1) 
Here, xj = (x j l , . . . ,  Xjn) -r is a crisp input vector, Xj a similar input n-vector but with fuzzy 
entries, A = (Ao, A1, . . . ,  An) "r is a vector of fuzzy parameters, and Yj an output fuzzy number. 
The parameters are calculated so as to give the best fit of the model in some sense. Most 
commonly used are the linear models, where the relation f is a linear function, for example, 
Y = Ao + AlXl  T A2x2 q- . "  q- Anxn, (2) 
in the crisp input, fuzzy output case, where addition between fuzzy sets is calculated by Zadeh's 
extension principle [2]. 
A number of different approaches have been used for the notion of bestness-of-fit. Tanaka and 
his school ([3] and references therein) have used possibilistic methods which reduce to optimization 
by linear programming. If suitable metrics are defined on appropriate spaces of fuzzy sets [4], 
least squares methods can be developed [5-7]. Celmir~ has a method which incorporates some 
elements of both these techniques [8]. 
Recently, Chang and Lee [1] have interpreted conflicting trends between modal values and 
spreads in fuzzy data by allowing choice of some parameters with negative spreads. This inter- 
esting device certainly fits the data in a formal sense, but these parameters are no longer fuzzy 
numbers. 
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In this paper, we reinterpret the problem of negative spreads in a broader context of LR- 
fuzzy numbers and obtain least squares estimates without negative spreads by introducing linear 
models incorporating a generalized Hukuhara difference B GH A. This is defined as the least 
squares olution of the equation A + X = B. That is, 
C -- B @H A, iff d(A + C, B) = inf d(A + X, B) 
XEY 
(3) 
in some L2-type metric space (y, d). When the usual Hukuhara difference B e,J h A exists [4, pp. 8, 
101; 9], it coincides with the least squares olution B eHA.  
The next section sets out definitions and some known results for LR-fuzzy numbers and their 
support functions, and develops a suitable metric for least squares estimation. Section 3 describes 
fuzzy linear models and gives general and easily computable formulas for least squares estimates, 
based on the Hilbert space projection theorem onto cones. Section 4 briefly extends the method 
to the multivariable case. Section 5 introduces the generalized Hukuhara difference and explores 
some of its mathematical implications, while Section 6 applies the concept o least squares es- 
timation of linear models. The final two sections concisely look beyond LR-fuzzy numbers and 
also extend the notion of metric distance by using weighting measures. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  PREL IMINARIES  
A fuzzy subset A of ~ is defined by its membership function A : ~ -~ [0, 1] := I. The subset 
of ~:d 
[A] ~ = {x E s}~d: A(x) >_ a}; 0 < a _< 1 
is called the a-level set of A. By [A] ° := [.Ja>0[A] a is denoted the support of A. We will restrict 
attention to the class C d of normal fuzzy convex fuzzy sets on !}~ d, whose a-level sets are nonempty 
compact convex sets for all a > 0. 
The extension principle induces addition and scalar multiplication of fuzzy sets from the usual 
addition and scalar multiplication in the vector space !}¢ d. It must be emphasized that the space 
of fuzzy sets is only a semilinear space, because there is no general additive inverse in the space, 
that is a solution for all A, B E ~d of the equation A + X = B. So, for example, the difference 
A - A differs in general from 0. 
An element A E £d is uniquely characterized by its support function 
SA(U,a)=sup{(u,a):ae[A]~}, ueS  d-l, ae(0 ,1 ] ,  (4) 
where ( . , . )  is the inner product in !}¢ d and S d-1 is the unit sphere HuH = 1. Support functions 
may be used to define an L2-metric on ~d via that of the space L2(8 d-1 × I ) ,  
p2(A,B) = [[SA-- SB[[2 = (d. /1  fSd-1 [SA(U,a)-- SB(U,a)[ 2 v(du)da)1/2 
Here, v is normalized Lebesgue measure on S 4-1, v(S d- l)  = 1. The corre- for all A, B ~ £d. 
sponding norm is 
The mapping A ~ SA is an isomorphism of £d onto a cone of L2(S d-1 × I), preserving the 
semilinear structure, 
S~A+~B = ASA + #sB, A,# >_ O; A,B ~ £d. 
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Define the Steiner point of A E ~d by 
aA = d . u SA(U, a) v(du) dR. (5) 
d- - I  
This satisfies the useful relation 
p2(A ,B)  2 = P2 (Ao,Bo) 2 +[laA - aB[[~, (6) 
where Ao = A - aA, Bo = B - aB are centered sets in the sense that aAo = O, aBo = O. 
An important subset of gl,  which is also a closed subspace, is the class of LR-fuzzy numbers 
(m, l, r)LR := m -- IAL + tAR,  
where AL and AR are fuzzy numbers with the a-cuts [ALl ~ = [0, L(-1)(a)] and [An] a = 
[0, R(- l)(a)],  for a E [0, 1]. Here L ,R  : ~+ --* [0, 1] are fixed left-continuous and nonincreas- 
ing functions with L(0) = R(0) = 1, and L(-1)(a) = sup{x E ~ : L(x)  _> a}, R( - i ) (a)  = 
sup{x E ~ : R(x)  _> a}. The functions L and R are called left- and right-shape functions, 
m the modal point, and l, r >__ 0 are, respectively, the left and right spreads of the LR-fuzzy 
number. The most commonly used are the triangular fuzzy numbers with the linear shape func- 
tions L(x)  = R(x)  = max{0, 1 - x}, and in particular, the symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers 
Lz~ = {(mA,  IA)A : mA E ~, IA >_ 0}, in which the left and right spreads are equal, lA = rA. 
For any two LR-fuzzy numbers A = (mA, IA, rA)LR and B = (mB, lB ,  rB)LR, their support 
functions sA, sB are given by 
- -mA -b lA" L(- l )(a),  if u = -1,  
8A (U, a) ! mA + rA • R(-1)(a), if u = +1, (7) 
and similarly for ss.  This is consistent with (4) because the unit sphere in ~1 consists of the two 
points u = -1,  +1. In this case, 
p2(A ,B)  2 -- [mA -- mB[ 2 q- R2 IrA - rs l  2 q- L2 [1A -- lB[ 2 
+ 2 (mA -- ms)  (R1 (rA -- rB) -- L1 (IA -- l s ) ) ,  
where 
1 f01 2 L2 = I[AL[12 2 = 5 L(-1)(a) dR, 
and R1, R2 are similarly defined. Moreover, 
1 f01 L(_l)(a ) L1 = IIALlll = ~ dR, 
IIAH 2 = m2A + L212A + R2r2A - 2LlmA1A + 2R lmArA,  
and 
aA = mA q- R l rA  -- L l lA.  
In this context, the finiteness of L2 and R2 is needed for HAl[2 < 00. 
In what follows, we restrict attention to the square integrable fuzzy numbers, that is to the 
space L C g4 of LR-fuzzy numbers with HAH2 < co. It is straightforward to show the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The space (L, P2) is isomorphic to a closed cone in the Hilbert space L2(S  d-1 x I) .  
Our results depend upon those Hilbert space properties associated with the following version 
of the projection theorem [10]. 
THEOREM 2. Let x be an element in a Hilbert space H and let K be a closed convex subset 
of  H.  Then there is a unique element ko E K such that 
II x -  k011 _< in f{[ lx -  kll: k E M}.  
b'hrthermore, a necessary and sufficient condition that ko be the unique minimizing element is 
that (x - ko, k - k0) < 0 for all k E K .  
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3. FUZZY L INEAR MODELS AND LEAST SQUARES F ITT ING 
Only the fuzzy input, fuzzy output case (2) will be considered here. The case of crisp input is 
very similar (see [6]). The treatment in this section is of the univariate case and follows [7] and 
extends the ideas of [5,6]. Multivariable models will be considered in the next section. 
Given data (Y~, X~), i = 1,. . . ,  n, the least squares problem is to find parameters that give the 
best fit in the sense that the squared istance between the data and the forecasting values are a 
minimum. In classical inear regression the parameters are obtained by projection onto a linear 
subspace. However, in the fuzzy linear model there is no full linear structure and another method 
must be used. In the simple linear model Y = A + bX, with LR-fuzzy numbers A = (m, l, r)LR 
and X = (x, Ix,rX)LR, instead of a subspace, we have cones 
P+={(m+bx,  l+b lx , r+brx)LR:mER;  l , r ,b~O} and 
P_ = {(m + bx, 1 - blx, r - D?'X)RL : m E R; 1, r ~_ 0; b < 0}, 
the first corresponding to nonnegative b and the second to b < 0. This is because multiplication 
of an LR-fuzzy number by a negative scalar reverses the spreads. Consequently, the projection 
onto each cone gives different solutions to the least squares problem. So in a multivariable model 
Y = A + alX1 +. . .  + apX v, there are 2 p solutions [5]. Note that any linear model with addition 
induced by the extension principle will have this feature. 
The least squares approach is to fit the fuzzy data 
(Yi, xi)n=l , with fuzzy numbers Y/, Xi E C 1, 
to the parametric function F(X;  f~l,..., f~m) in such a way, that the square rror in the metric 
n n 
i n f  Ep2(F (X i ;~ l , . . . ,~m) ,Y i )  2= ~p2(F(X i '~ l , . . . ,~m) ,Y i )  2 
,01 ,...,,Ore i=1 i= l  
(8) 
has a minimum for fuzzy parameters ~1,...,  ~m E £1 (some of the parameters can be nonfuzzy). 
In the case of a linear setup function 
F(X ;~I , . . .  ,f~m) = ( f l (X ) ,  . . .  ,fro(X)) T ( /~1, . . .  ,/~m) 
existence and uniqueness ofthe minimizing parameters is given by the projection theorem in the 
Hilbert space L2(S d-1 X [0, 1]). 
In classical statistical regression the coe~cient of determination is often used as a measure of 
the goodness-of-fit of the least squares line to the fitted data (see, for example, [11, p. 436]). The 
analogue here of this quantity is 
(( )2 
r 2 1 -  ~in=lP2 F X~;~I,..., ,Yi 
= (9) 
E,: I  p2 
This coefficient measures the part of the variability of the data which is explained by the model. 
The unexplained variation is the ratio of the remaining sum of squares of deviations obtained 
by using the model to the total sum of squares of deviations about the sample mean Y -- 
1/n )-]~=1 Y~" The closer the coefficient r 2 is to unity, the better is the fit. 
The optimization problem (8) is a quadratic problem and is solved by application of a Kuhn- 
Tucker theorem. The simplest case is the model Y = A + bX, where the parameters b E ~, 
A E £1 are to be fitted. Let the LR-representations be 
X~ = (x~,lx~,rx~lLR, Yi = (Y~,l~,r~)nR, and A = (a, lA,rAInR. 
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Depending on the sign of the parameter b, there are different erms for the distance (8) and 
correspondingly different estimators in the cones P+, P_. 
(i) Assuming b >_ 0, the distance (8) is expressed as 
~ (Y , ,A  + bX, )  ~ = ~ {(V,  - ~ - b~,) ~ + R~ (~,  - r~ - b~, )  ~ + L~ (~,  - ~ - b~, )  ~ 
i=1 i=I 
+ L1 }. 
For z, u in the set {x, y, lx, I u, rx, rv}, write 
- -  -Z  = - -  Zi, = z~u~, and Cz, = Sz~ - -~,  
n n i= l  i=1 
and put 
Cxx = Cxx + R2C~z + L2C~z. + 2RIC~x - 2L1Czl=, 
CXy = Czy + R2Cr~r.  + L2CI.~ + R, (Cxr, + Cvr. ) - L1 (Czly + Cyl=) . 
Then linear projection on {(a, lA, lB, b) : a, lA, rA, b 6 ~} is given by 
= C~-  a = y - ~ ,  15 = l~ - ~t=,  G = ~ - ~w. Cxx' 
A A 
If the computed estimators are admissible, that is if b, IA, ~AA _~ 0, then they are a 
solution to the optimization problem, although they still have to be compared with a 
possible solution in P_. But, if the estimators are not admissible, the constraints require 
a projection onto the cone {(a, lA,rA,b) : a 6 ~, IA,rA,b >_ 0}. It is straightforward 
to show that the optimization (8) leads to a quadratic optimization problem in b, a, lA, 
and rA of the form 
inf /A -- l'A -L1 L2 0 Kxl 
R1 0 R2 Kxr 
rb  Mx Kxl Kxr Sxx  
lA -- ~A 
rA 
b 
where the infimum is taken over a 6 ~, b ~ 0, IA,rA >_ 0 and with the abbreviations 
Kxl = L2l= - LI~, Kzr = R2r-~x + RI~, Mx  = • + Rlr-~x - Ll lz, 
Sxx  = Sxz + R2Sr.rz + L2Slxl. + 2R1Szr. - 2LISxl.. 
(ii) 
The solution of this quadratic optimization problem is given by the Kuhn-Tucker theorem. 
Denote the corresponding solution by b+, IA+, ~A+. If b < 0, then b+ = 0 is the solution. 
But it remains to check for a solution to IA, rA for the constraint b < 0. If/A < 0, then 
set [A+ = 0 and solve the problem for the remaining variable rA. Similarly, if ~AA < 0. 
The calculation in the cone P_, where b < 0, is more complicated. In this case, A + bX 
is in general not an LR-fuzzy number. Consequently, the solution to the least squares 
problem is more difficult. So, for simplicity, suppose that all quantities, both data and 
parameters, are shape-symmetric LL-fuzzy numbers. In much the same way as before, the 
projection on {(a, lA, rA, b) : a, IA, rA, b 6 ~} is given by 
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and 
~_ = Cx, -- L2 (Ct.r, -I- Cr.t,) - L1 (Cxl, - Cxr, -I- Ct., - Cr=lt) 
Cxx 
If these estimators are admissible, which in this case means that b < O, since we are in P_, 
and /A, ~A _> O, they are a solution. If they are inadmissible, then as above it may be 
shown that the following quadratic optimization problem is obtained: 
inf I A -- FA - L I  L2 O - Kxr  I A -- ~A 
aeR; b<O; rA -- ~a L1 0 L2 - I~z l  I r - ~A " 
tA,rA~O b-b  Mx -Kzr -Kxt Sxx ] i - 'b  
In particular, if all LR-fuzzy numbers are symmetric and triangular, that is of the form 
Xi = (xi,lxi)A, Y = (y~,lui)a, and A = (a, lA)A, 
then the difficulty described in (ii) does not arise and the form of the estimators is succinctly 
simple: 
~+ = Cxu + 1/3 Cl.l, and b_ = Cxu - 1/3 Clef, 
Cxx q- 1/3 Cl.t. Cxz -4- 1/3 C~.t. " 
From this we see that b+ is equal to b_ if and only if Cl.t~ = 0; that is, there is no correlation 
between the fuzziness of the input and output data. This is also the case if lx or l v is constant. In 
the LR-fuzzy case, the following summarizes the solution to the least squares problem in terms 
of constrained optimization in the various cones. 
(i) If b+ >_ 0 and b_ _> 0, then clearly b = b+ is the solution. 
A 
(ii) If b+ < 0 and b_ < 0, then similarly b = b_ is the solution. 
(iii) If b+ _> 0 and b_ < 0, then b = b+ or b = b_ are possibilities and the one with the least 
residual sum of squares is the solution. 
(iv) If b+ < 0 and b_ _> 0, then b = 0 is the only solution. 
Clearly, which alternative holds depends only on 
1C , sgn (Cx~ q-~ t.t,,) 
since both Cxx and Ct,,t= are sums of squares, and hence, normegative. 
EXAMPLE 1. As an example of a model with fuzzy data, Celmir~ [8] discussed ata relating to 
perforation of a plate by projectiles of different shape. The data is of the minimum striking ve- 
locity V needed for perforation against a shape quotient Q. Symmetric triangular fuzzy variables 
are used to describe all data and parameters. 
Normal Impact Oblique Impact 
Projectile Type Shape Quotient Q 
Limit Velocity V Limit Velocity V 
Flat 
Hemispherical 
Short cone 
Long cone 
Full cone 
(O.000, 0.05) ~ (841, 50)/, (1060, 50)/` 
(0.052, 0.05)/` (846, 90)/` (978, 50)/` 
(0.165, 0.05)/` (803, 50)/` ( 1111, 50)/` 
(0.232, 0.05)/` (795, 50)/, (1255, 50)/` 
(0.431, 0.05)/` (772, 50)/` (1300, 1D0)L x
The model for the limit velocity is 
V=A+bQ.  
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For the second set of data the estimated parameters b, [A, ~A are positive and we obtain the least 
squares fit 
V = (1015.22,22.35)A + 712.9Q, 
where the coefficient of determination is 
r 2 = 1 - E iL1  p2 (A J¢- b Qi, V~) 2 _- 1 -- --15728 = 0.79. 
ELI  p2 (y,, y-) 75776 
This compares with Celmin~ fit of 
V = (1030.2,51.2)A + (688.7,211.4)1, Q
which is not really consistent with the data because the product of the triangular fuzzy num- 
bers B, Q is no longer triangular. In theA first set of data, the estimated parameter b, under the 
assumption of b > 0, is inadmissible ( b+ = -177.7), but b_ = -177.7 is admissible. The fit is 
V = (842.7,51.11)A -- 177.7Q, 
and the coefficient of determination r 2 -- 1 - 941.01/4298.5 = 0.78. This compares with the 
result in [8] of 
Y = (845.3, 37.9)z~ + (-207.8,226.0)AQ. 
In Figure 1, the triangles represent the data, the solid line the l-level-cuts, the dashed lines the 
0-level-cut of the fuzzy line V(Q) = A + bQ. 
950 . . . . . .  
9OO 
850 
800 
750 
700 
l ,, - - - O-level 
\ !. ~ 
! ".. i ",, " - \ .  
• "'.. i "\. 
~ - I e v o l  
- .  ..' ! / , \ 
Z 
" - -  O-level 
650 o', 0:2 0:3 o', 
Figure i. Linear regression of normal-impact-data (V(Q) = A + bQ). 
4. MULTIVARIABLE MODELS 
The least squares methodology can be applied to data with several explanatory variables 
X n . (Y~; X l , . . . ,  p~)~--1 
The same methods are applicable also to the case of multiple crisp input and lead to a formally 
similar solution. To illustrate the method, consider 
Y A+bX+cZ,  with (Yi; Z n = X i ,  i ) i= l  , 
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for LR-fuzzy number data. There are four cases to consider, but for expositional simplicity we 
describe only the case b _> 0 and c _> 0. The estimators for the other three cases can be derived 
in a similar fashion. See the Appendix for a list of these formulas. 
Let A = (a, l~, ra)LR, 
Xi = <xi, lzi, rzi)LR, Yi = <Yi, lyi, ryi)LR, and Zi = <zi, lzi, rzi)LR. 
Then, in much the same way as the previous ection, minimization of the distance (6) leads to a 
the quadratic optimization problem 
inf 
a:i/T(i _L1. la - ~a -L1  L2 0 Kxl Kzl I la l^ a 
r~ ^ Rx o R2 K= g~ ] ~ r~ , 
b Mx Kzt Kzr Sxx  Sxz]  b 
c Mz Kzl Kzr Sxz  Szz /  
where the infimum is taken over a E ~, b,c > O, IA,rA >_ O, and 
_ _  A _ _  - -  
~d=y-bx-c  ~'-2, ~a =lu -b lx  -~lz ,  Fa =rv -brx  -Crz,  
= Cvx  ~Cxz  c - -  and "~= 
Cxx Cxx' 
CxxCYz - CxrCxz  
CzzCxx  - CxzCxz '  
where 
Cxy = Cxy + L2Ct.~y + R2Cr.r~ - L1 (C~ty + Cl~) + R, (Czr~ + Cr~) 
and Cxx, Cxz, Cyz, Czz have analogous expressions. 
EXAMPLE 2. An example of a model with two variables i discussed by Diamond [5]. It relates 
admission patterns to a hospital with indices of health service availability and indigency, for ten 
communities in the hospital catchment area. 
Y X Z 
(61.6, 6.2, 3.1)LR (6.0, 0.3, 0.9)LR (6.3, 0.9, 0.9)LR 
(53.2, 2.7, 5.3)LR (4.4, 0.4, 0.7)LR (5.5, 0.8, 0.3)LR 
(65.5, 9.8, 9.8)LR (9.1, 0.5, 0.7)LR (3.6, 0.2, 0.4)LR 
(64.9, 3.2, 9.8)LR (8.1, 1.2, 1.2)LR (5.8, 0.8, 0.9)LR 
(72.7, 3.6, 7.3) LR (9.7, 1.0, 1.5)LR (6.8, 0.3, 0.3)LR 
(52.2, 2.6, 5.2)LR (4.8, 0.2, 0.7)LR (7.9, 1.2, 0.8)LR 
(50.2, 2.5, 5.0)LR (7.6, 0.4, 1.1)L R (4.2, 0.2, 0.6)LR 
(44.0, 2.2, 4.4)LR (4.4, 0.2, 0.4)/,R (6.0, 0.6, 0.3)LR 
(53.8, 8.1, 8.1)LR (9.1, 0.9, 0.9)LR (2.8, 0.1, 0.4)LR 
(53.5, 8.1, 5.4)LR (6.7, 0.7, 0.7)LR (6.7, 1.0, 1.0)LR 
The fitting of the data to the model Y = A + b X + c Z leads to 
Y = (13.96,0.90, 1.21)LR + 3.97X + 2.78 Z, 
with coefficient of determination r 2 = 1 - 253.79/715.05 = 0.65. 
5. HUKUHARA D IFFERENCE 
As mentioned above, B + ( -1 )A  is not really a difference and is rather unnatural with respect 
to a linear structure. For example, the models Y = A + ( -b)X and Y + bX = A differ from each 
other. More importantly, B + ( -1 )A  is not compatible with the difference in the function space 
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L2 (S d- 1 x I), that is, it does not have the support function SB --SA. But the Hukuhara difference 
(see [4,9]), defined as the solution for X in the equation A + X = B if it exists, does coincide with 
the difference in L2(S 4-1 x I). This property justifies the application of this difference instead 
of the fuzzy number B + (-1)A. 
For fuzzy numbers A, B E £1, if the Hukuhara difference B ~h A exists, it is given by 
[S "~h A] a = {a E ~:  [AI ~ + {a} c_ [S]a}, a • [0, 11. (10) 
In particular, the Hukuhara difference B ~h A of two symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers A ---- 
(mA, IA)A and B = (mB,IB>A is well defined if I s  >_ IA and B ~h A = (mB - -mA, IB  - - IA)A.  
However, this breaks down if I s  < lA and then B ~h A does not exist. Since an exact solution of 
the equation A+X = B is then impossible, we find X • C 1 such that A+X is the L2-approximant 
to B. Write X = B @H A. For the space of symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers L~, BeH A = 
(rob --mA, 0>~ if IB < IA, which is actually a crisp number. 
Now, we extend the operation B e.J h A to the L2-approximant BeH A by 
B @g A = C, if and only if P2 (A + C, B) = inf P2 (A + X ,  B ) .  (11) 
xE~ 1 
When B ~h A exists, it coincides with B ~3H A, so we use the latter notation for both in all that 
follows. This operation has some of the formal properties of a difference which make it useful in 
fuzzy least squares regression. Note that the existence and uniqueness of B @H A is given by the 
projection theorem in L2(~q d-1 x I). 
Direct application of the splitting property (6) gives 
aBeHA = aB -- aA. (12) 
The calculation of the difference is more complicated. Only solutions in special cases can easily 
be described. Certainly, with LR-fuzzy numbers a radical simplification of the calculation is 
possible. 
PROPOSITION i. Let A,B • ~I with A = (mA,IA,rA>LR and B = (mB,IB,rB)LR. If there is 
an a • g~ and an a • (0,1) such that [A] a + (a} C [B] a, then [B @H A] ~ ~ 0 for al l /3 > a. 
Furthermore, i l L (a) ,  R(a) ~ 0, then the Hukuhara difference B GH A := <mc, lc ,  rCILR exists 
and is given by 
mc = mB - raA, IC = lB -- IA, and rc  = rB -- rA. 
PROOF. Let a • ~d and a • (0, 1] be such that [B] a + {a} C_ [A]% This inclusion can be written 
as 
By the monotonicity of the functions L and R and since L(-1)(a), R(-1)(a) _> 0, we see that 
mc =mB -- mA fulfills the first statement. If L(a), R(a) ~ 0, then the inequalities lB >_ lA and 
rB >_ rA hold. Consequently, the identity A + C = B holds for mc = mB -- raA, IV = IB -- IA, 
and re  = rB -- rA. | 
PROPOSITION 2. Let  A = (mA, IA , rA)LR  and B = (mB, IB , rB)LR  be LR- fuzzy  numbers.  Then 
the solution C = BeH A in the sense of  (11) is given by 
me =mB -- mA + R1 (rB -- rA -- r c )  -- L1 (lB -- IA -- IC) , 
and 
lC = L1 
max IB -- lA + (R2 - R21) (rB -- rA) 'O , 
i f  rB -- rA >_0, 
i f  rB -- rA <0,  
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rc  = R1 
max re  - rA + (L2 - L 2) (Ie -- IA)'O , 
By the relation (6), we obtain 
IB -- 1A ~_ 0, 
i f  le - IA < O. 
(7 C __-- O" B -- O" A 
and 
C ---- BeH A achieves the inf P2 (A0 + Co, B0). 
lc,rc>_O 
From (5) and (7), the equation (13) is just 
(13) 
(14) 
mc = ms -- mA d- R1 ( re  - -  rA -- re) -- L1 (le -- IA -- IC) 
and by (7), the infimum in (14) is 
( IC - - [c )T  (L2  - i2  L1R1 ~ ( I c  
inf 
lc,rc>o \ re  - re  L1R1 R2 - R21 ] \ r c  
where iv  = Ie - lA and re  = re  -- rA are again the linear projections. Furthermore, this last 
optimization problem is again solved by application of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem and gives the 
expressions for lc, re .  | 
Next, consider the difference B GH A in the space S c L of symmetric LL-fuzzy numbers in ~1. 
By the symmetry property, each symmetric fuzzy number A • S is uniquely characterized by a 
nondecreasing left-continuous (extended real valued) function fA such that 
[A] a = [mA -- SA(OI), mA + fA(a)], a 6 [0, 1]. (15) 
Let (7~, h2) be the Hilbert space consisting of the class of functions {fA : A 6 S} endowed with 
the usual L2-metric h2. By (12) and by the splitting property (6), the difference BeH A of two 
symmetric fuzzy numbers A, B E S is the solution to the L2-approximation problem 
infp2(A + X, B) 2 -- inf (mA T mx - me) 2 + inf h2 (fA "{- fx ,  fB) 2. 
mx E~ Ix ET"l 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, B E S and let T(oi) = fB(ct) -- fA(oi). Then there is a sequence of 
intervals K~ = [oii,/~)/or i = 1, 2,. . . ,  finite or infinite, depending on the number of  changes of  
monotonicity in T(oi). Define 
T(oi), for a 6 [0, 1] \ UKi, 
F(oi) = T(oii), fora 6 K~. 
Then the generalized Hukuhara difference B @H A is given by the Oi-levels 
[BeH A] a = [rnB -- ma -- F(oi), ms  - mA + F(oi)], a • (0, 1]. 
The proposition states that the difference B @H A has a-level sets which are the Hukuhara 
difference of [B] a and [.4] a where this exists, or is piecewise constant between these levels. Before 
proving this, let us first consider an example to highlight he statement. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let Lp, p > 0, denote the symmetric fuzzy number, centered at 0, with Sp(oi) = 
1 - Oil/p (see Figure 2, top). Consider the difference Lp E)H Lq, p # q. The function determining 
the level sets is 
T(c~) = fp(oi) - fq(oi) = Oil/q -- oil~p, 
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Figure 2. Difference of two Lp fuzzy sets: Ap eH Bq. 
which is not nondecreasing in ~ (see Figure 2, bottom). So T cannot describe a fuzzy number as 
in (15). Monotonicity changes at the point where Tt('yl) = 0, that is, at 
The proposition states that the level sets of Lp @I~ Lq are determined by the function T(c~) as 
in (15) for 1 ~_ c~ ~ ~1 > ~/1, for some/~1, and are constant T(c~) = T(/~I) for 0 _< c~ </~1. The 
point/~1 is calculated from 
CARM )3:9-| 
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where [g(a)] + denote the positive part and [g(oi)]- the negative part of the function g(oi). In 
particular, if the difference L1/2 E)H L2 is calculated, then the only point of change of monotonicity 
is 71 -- 0.3969. The optimization leads to the point f~l = 0.6740 with F(f~l) = 0.3670 and 
T(o i )  = Oil/q - oi l~p, for 1 > a > f~l = 0.1523, 
F(oi) 
T(fil) = 0.3670, for Oi • g l  =[o i l ,  f i l)  = [0, 0.1523). 
PROOF. It is straightforward to show that B OH A is symmetrical nd that mBeuA =mB -- mA. 
Furthermore, the corresponding function F(a) = fee ,A(a)  must be nonnegative and nonde- 
creasing and F(1) -- 0. So F(a) is largely dependent on the number of changes of monotonicity 
of T(oi). If T(oi) has no change in monotonicity, two cases can occur. Either the function T(oi) 
is nondecreasing, in which case F(oi) = T(oi), or T(oi) is nonincreasing. That is, T(oi) < 0, in 
which case set F(oi) = 0. Now suppose that, as in the example above, 71 is the only point where 
the monotonicity of T(oi) changes. Then the minimum distance solution must satisfy 
(i) 0 _< F(oi) <_ T(oi), for Oi _> 71, and 
(ii) F(oi) = F(71), for Oi <: 71. 
From this it follows that F(oi) = T(oi) for Oi _> fll and F(oi) = T(/~I) for Oi < fil, where 1 > f~l _~ 71 
is such that the minimum is achieved in infl>~l>~l h2 (T, F). Thus, the function F(oi) fulfills the 
condition of the proposition 
)'T(oi), i f l>o i>f i l ,  
F(oi) 
1 T(B1), ifoi E K, = [0,/31). 
If there are only two points 71 > ")'2 where monotonicity of T(oi) changes, then from the same 
arguments as above, it follows that 
T(oi), if I > a > fiX, 
F(oi) = T031), i f a  • K1 = [oil,B1), 
T(oi), if a <Oil, 
where 1 > f l  _> 71 > 72 -> Oil ~ 0 are taken such that the minimum of the distance h2 (T, F) is 
achieved. If there are more than two changes of monotonicity of T(oi), then the above procedure 
is applied for each successive point in the sequence 71 > 72 > "'" of points of change of monotonic 
behavior. It may be that T(oii) < T(oii+l) in which case the intervals Ki = [oii,fli) and Ki+l = 
[oii+l, f~i+l) are such that fii = Oii+l and the minimum is taken over Oii _< 72i < 72i+1 < 72(i+1) < 
72(i-l-1)+1 ---~ f~i-I-l" II 
Calculation of the difference of asymmetric LR-fuzzy numbers is done virtually by separately 
applying Proposition 3 to the spread on each side. However, the condition (12) must hold. Hence, 
the case F(a) = 0, for some a, must be gone into in each case to obtain the result. 
Note that GH is not pairwise associative with addition, that is, in general 
(A + B) @H C # A + (B (gH C) . 
6. EXTENDED LR-FUZZY L INEAR MODELS 
In this section we exploit the extended ifference H in fuzzy linear regression problems. For 
this, let ~H denote the operation 
A+bX,  if b>0,  
A ~H bX = A eH [b[X, if b<0.  
For simplicity, we understand that any calculation like A$H bX occurs in the function space 
L2(S d-1 x [0, 1]) and is isomorphically mapped to the space of fuzzy sets. That is, by SA¢HbX = 
SA + bsx. 
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To illustrate the approach, consider the one variable fit 
Y = A$H bX. 
As before, the extension to several variables has much the same techniques and structure. The 
set spanned by the parameter is a two-sided cone, but a separate calculation for the positive cone 
b > 0 and negative cone b < 0 is not necessary as it was before. Instead, b < 0 is now admissible. 
However, negative spreads lA, rA take us outside the space of fuzzy sets and so the projection on 
the cone {(a, lA, rA, b) : a, b e ~; lA, rA >_ 0} is still required. 
EXAMPLE 4. Estimation of the parameters for the normal impact data shows that a solution can 
only occur in the negative cone b < 0. Whereas the fit using the operation A + ( -1 )B  gives the 
model 
V = <842.7,51.11)A -- 177.7Q, 
with coefficient of determination r 2 = 1-941.01/4298.5 = 0.78, the use of the Hukuhara difference 
~H gives for the same data 
V = <842.7, 68.89>A @H 177.7 Q, 
with the coefficient of determination r 2 = 1 - 667.8/4298.5 = 0.8423. The fit by the Hukuhara 
difference is both different and superior. 
The best fit of fuzzy linear models is achieved if all the semilinearity within the space of the 
fuzzy sets is utilized. For instance, in the model Y = A ~BH bX,  the constraints lA >_> 0 and 
rA > 0 reduce the formal solutions possible in the normal equations. This restriction can be 
incorporated in the model without introducing negative spreads [1] by using 
Y = (A1 ~BH bX)  @H A2, or what is the same, Y ~BH A2 = A1 (BH bX.  (16) 
Now, the estimators for this model are given by the projection theorem. If negative spread 
parameters l'A and ?A were to occur in Y = A (BH X, then the corresponding terms are moved 
to the other side of the equation by the model (16). 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the somewhat artificial data set 
XI = <1.0, .i, 0.1)LR, 
Yl = <I.0,0.1,0.1)LR, 
X2 = <2.0, 0.2, 0.2)LR, 
Y2 = <2.0, 0.2, 0.6>LR, 
X3 = <3.0, 0.4, 0.3>LR, 
Y3 -- <3.0, 0.1, 0.9)LR. 
The model Y = A + b X gives the estimators 
= 1.1156, ~ = -0.2312, /~ = -0.1270, r'~ = 0.3102. 
Using the methods of Section 3, we pass to the quadratic optimization problem/A >_ 0 to give 
Y = <-0.1746, 0.0, 0.2351)L R+ 1.1126X, 
with coefficient of determination r 2 = 0.9926. 
The model Y = (A1 ~H b X)  •H A2 is fitted by 
Y = ((0.0, 0.0, 0.3102)L R+ 1.1156X) @H <0.2312, 0.1270, .0)LR, 
with r 2 = 0.9939. Although the constrained solution avoids negative spreads, it produces spreads 
which may be zero. The extended method avoids this restriction. 
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Much the same can be done to extend models like Y = A + Bx by considering 
Y = (A1 @H BlX) (3H (B2x ~H A2). 
The Hukuhara difference may not give the best fit when data has certain forms of inconsistency 
between a negative trend of the modes and positive trend of the spreads. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let the data set be 
Xl = (1.0,0.1)A, 
YI -- <3.0, .1)A, 
x2 = <2.0, 0.2>~, 
Y2 = <2.0, 0.2)~, 
X3 = (3.0, 0.3)A, 
]13 = <I.0,0.3)A. 
The model Y = A (gHb X is to be fitted. For the Hukuhara difference, we obtain the model 
Y = <3.9867, 0.3987)A ~H 0.9934X, 
where the coefficient of determination is r 2 = 0.9868. The model A + bX gives 
Y -- <3.9867, 0.013>A + (-I) X, 
with r 2 = 0.9997. 
However, in such cases the data is pathological nd the consistency conditions of [5] should 
perhaps be used instead. 
7. EXTENDED NON-LR-FUZZY L INEAR MODELS 
We emphasize again that any calculation like A(~H bX is done in the function space L2 (S d- 1 x I) 
and then isomorphically mapped to fuzzy sets afterwards. However, even given this, fuzzy linear 
models in £1, without he assumption ofLR-fuzzy numbers, can be constructed in an appropriate 
linear space of functions. The fitting problem is again a linear projection problem. Consider the 
two simple linear models 
Y = A+bX and Y = A + Bx, 
for given data (Yi, Xi)~ffil and (Y/, xi)inffil (xi _> 0), respectively. Then, the extended models are 
Y = (A1 ~H bX) (3H A2 and Y = (AI (gH BlX) (~H (A2 (~H B2x). 
Assume that [[Y~[[2, [[Xi[[2 are finite so as to ensure that the distances to be minimized exist. The 
least squares approach is equivalent to the problems 
and 
n 
inf Z P2 (Y~ ~H A2, A1 ~tl bXi) 2 
n 
inf ~ (Y~ ~H A2 ~H B2xi, A1 ~H BlXi) 2 
AI'A2'Bt'B2E~I ~1 P2 
It is easy to show that solution of the normal equations first gives the estimators 
A A " <x ,v> 
AI=Y, A2 = bX, and b= ~-]~tffil<X~' Y/) - n 
~E~_-, (x~, xd - n <~, ~)' 
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and in the second model 
n 
A1 = Y + B2"~, A2 = Bz "~, B1 = nC='-"~ i=1 == 
where (., .) here denotes the inner product in the function space and C== = n -z ~-]~in__l(xi -~)2 .  
It is straightforward to show that, in the case of LR-fuzzy numbers, these estimators coincide 
with those of the extended LR-fuzzy model treated in the previous section. 
12 , 
Non LR-fuzzy linear regression 
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Figure 3. Linear regression with Lp-fuzzy numbers. 
EXAMPLE 7. As in Example 3, consider the class of symmetric Lp-fuzzy numbers Y -- {rn, l,p)l;p, 
given by the a-levels 
[Y]° = [m - I . . f~(a) ,  m + ~. f~(~,)], a e [o, x], 
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where fp(a) = 1 - c~ 1/v. Consider the data set 
Xl = 1; Y1 -- (1.1,0.4,0.1)5,; x2 = 2; 
x3 =3;  Y3 = (3.9,1.9,3.0)L,; x4 =4;  
X5=5;  ] I5=(9.4,1.7,0.1)L-  
]I2 = (2.4,0.4,0.3)Lp; 
Y4 = (7.3, 1.4, 1.5)5,; 
Fit the model Y = (A1 (~H BlX) OH (A2 (~H B2x)  • The estimated predictor is shown in Figure 3 
on the top and the estimators for the parameters on the bottom. The constant erm A is 
approximately mA = --1.63, with spread IA -= 0.08, and the trend B is approximately ms  = 2.15, 
with spread Is -- 0.36. The coefficient of determination is r 2 = 1 - 1.9944/48.9331 = 0.9592. 
8. EXTENDED DISTANCE 
There are a number of different definitions of distances between fuzzy sets (see [4] for some 
of these). A certain unification of some of these definitions can be gained by using a weighting 
function or measure. The essential idea is to weight the level sets. Let A be a finite measure 
on [0, 1]. Then, a metric with respect o A can be defined by 
p(X)(A,B) = (d .  ~01 ~Sd_ 1 ]8A(U,O~ ) -- Ss(U, Ot)] 2 u(du) A(da)) 1/2 
for all A, B • E 1. The corresponding norm is 
[[AH(p ~) = (d-~01 j~sa_l [SA(~,Ol)[ p v(du)A(dol)) lip. 
The space (E 1 , p(A)) is isomorphic to a convex cone of the Hilbert space L2 (S d- 1 x [0,1]) equipped 
with the inner product 
(A,B)~ = d. d-~ SA(U,C~)SB(U,a) u(du) A(dcr). 
If A is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], all level sets are given equal weight and p(~) coincides with P2. 
In this way, the metric in the space of triangular fuzzy numbers of [6] 
d(A, B) 2 = (mA -- lA -- mB +/s )  2 + (mA + rA -- mB -- rB) 2 + (mA -- ms)  2 
corresponds to the discrete two-point measure A(0) = 2 and A(1) = 1. 
Similarly the metric [12] on the space of symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers {(mA, IAIA : 
mA • ~,lA >0} 
((mA, IA)h, <mB, lB>a) 2 = (mA -- mB) 2 + (lA -- lB) 2 
is given by the one-point measure A(0) = 1. 
The advantage of this method is that even though different metrics may be used in a least 
squares problem, if they have the form p(~), the only change in the calculations with LR-fuzzy 
numbers is the change in the constants L1, L2, R1, and R2. These dependence only on the shape 
functions and the weighting measure A. In much the same way, Lebesgue measure y on S d-1 can 
be replaced by a measure on S d-1 which gives different weights to different directions u E S d-1. 
In the least squares problem, this modification changes only these constants. 
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APPENDIX 
MULTIVARIABLE MODELS~THE OTHER CASES 
Here we list the formulas for the estimators in the other cases not covered by Section 4. As 
in the univariate case in Section 3(ii), the calculation is done for the case of shape-symmetric 
LL-fuzzy numbers. 
Let A = <a, la,ra)LL, 
Xi  = (Xi, lxi ,rxi>LL, Yi = (yi, lui,rVi>LL, and Zi = (Zi, lzi, rzi>LL. 
• Consider the fuzzy linear model 
Y = A+ (-b) X +cZ,  with b >_ 0, c > 0. 
Then as in Section 4, minimization of the distance 
n 
Zp2(Y~,A  + ( -b )X  +cZ)  2 
i=1 n 
= Z { (Y ' -a+bx ' -cz ' )2  + L2( ry ' - ra -b lz ' -Crz ' )2  
i=1 
+ L2 (l~i - IA - brxi - clzi) 2 + 2L1 (Yi - a + bxi - czi) 
x ( (r~, - rA - b l=, - c rz , )  - (l~i - lA - brx, - Clz,) ) }, 
leads to the quadratic optimization problem 
/a /T(1 L1 L1 
la - i -L1 L2 0 Kxr Kz, la - ~[a 
| ra - ~.a L1 0 L2 K=l Kz~ ra ^ , 
~ b-b  -Mx  K=r K=, Sxx  S'x z b 
c - "~ MZ Kzl Kz,. S'xz Szz c 
inf 
where the infimum is taken over a 6 N, b,c > O, lA,rA >_ 0 and 
~=y+~-c~,  i '==~-~-~Vz,  ~o=r-~-~t~-c~-;, 
C I I l = C'xy ~ ~xz,  and ~= CxxCyz-  C'xyC'xz 
Cxx Cxx  CzzCxx  - C'xzC'xz ' 
where 
S'xz = -S=z + L2 (Sift. + Sr.,.) + L, (S=,. - S.r. + St.z - S~.z), 
C'xy = -Cx~ + L2 (Ctfr v + Cr.,~) + Lx (Cx,~ - Cx% + C,.~ - Cr.~), 
C'xz = -C,z + L2 (Q.~. + C~.,.) + LI (C,,. - C,~. + Q.z - C~.z) . 
• Similarly, in the fuzzy linear model 
Y = A+bX + (-c) Z, with b > 0, c_> 0, 
the quadratic optimization problem that arises is 
inf 
(ali)T( l L1 I la - "[a -L1 L2 0 Kxl Kz~ 
A r L1 0 L2 Kxr Kzl 
Mx  Kzl Kxr Sxx  SIXZ 
-Mz  Kzr Kzl S'xz SZZ 
A 
'lea. 
b 
c 
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with the infimum taken over a • ~, b, c > O, IA, rA >_ 0 and, analogously to before, 
~a ~ ^- -  
= Y - "bx + c ~-5, = - bY'~x - ~ ,  Fa = r~ - b Ix - c rz, 
"~ = CXy ^ CIxz and 
Cxx c Cxx' 
~ = CxxC~z - CxvC'xz 
CzzCxx ' ' ' 
- C'xzC'xz 
where 
S'xz  = -Sxz  + L2 (Slur. + S~.l.) + L1 (Sxl. - Sxr. + Sl.z - S~.z) ,  
ci.  = + + L, 
C'xz  = -C~ + L2 (C~.~. + C , j . )  + Lt (Cxl. - Cxr. q- Cl.z - Cr .z ) .  
• Finally, in the fuzzy linear model 
Y = A + (-b) X + (-c) Z, with b _> 0, c _> 0, 
the quadratic optimization problem 
inf 
la ~a -L t  L2 0 Kxr  Kz,. ] 
[ J [ r a  r"  LI 0 L2 Kxl Kz, | 
b-'6 -Mx  K~ K~ Sxx S'xz ] 
c - '~  -Mz  Kzr Kz~ S'x z Szz  / 
r a - -  
is obtained, with optimization for a 6 ~, b, c > O, 1A, rA >_ 0, where 
a=y+bx+c ~-2, [a = lu -bY~x-~lz ,  Fa =r~-b lx -F -~z ,  
Cxz "b = C~xy - ~ and "8= 
Cxx Cxx'  
CxxC z - C'x Cxz 
CzzCxx - CxzCxz '  
where 
S 'xz  = -Szz  + L2 (Slur. + Sr J . )  + L1 (Sx~. - Sxr. + Sl~z - St=z), 
C' = -C ,z  + L2 (C,,r. + Cr j . )  + L1 (C~,,. - C~r. + C,~z - Cr, z) YZ 
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